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Warband heroes personality

Add theme Correct title will be companions, I think. Namyahmas 11:38, 30 May 2009 (UTC) The game guide calls them heroes, so I have used that name. -- Carralpha 11:51, 30 May 2009 (UTC) They should be called NPC Heroes --Evil genius93 13:03, 30 May 2009 (UTC) This page needs a link to the
charts showing compilations. 70.176.8.211 05:05, 27 June 2010 (UTC) In Warband, leader-only skills are still useless for heroes? If you make them your vassal or assign them a city, do they benefit from the skills of a Leader? 76.115.63.241 05:24, 24 July 2010 (UTC) BTW, I just wanted to say that in
Warband, at least (I do not know about the original, I have never played it), the injured threshold is 33%, not 30. I don't want to change it because I don't know if it was 33 or 30 in the older version. 130.245.231.24 11:39, September 22, 2010 (UTC) It's img I did shows hero as /dislikes. --Jaymz6 03:44,
September 30, 2010 (UTC) w/Fire heroes and sword sources[edit] Dropping some game information for fire and steel so we can get this article updated quickly. Name: Tepes Level: 3 HP: 45 Stats: 8/8/10/6 Skills: Ironflesh (1) Weapon-Master(1) Riding (2) Coach (2) Discovery (2) Engineering (1)
Leadership (3) Find this play in: Koenigsburg Cost: 200 Experienced: 60 in everything comes: horse notes: Probably a vampire. Name: Sarabun Level: 6 HP: 42 Statistics: 7/7/14/8 Skills: Ironflesh (1) Wound Treatment (3) Surgery (3) First Aid (4) Find this game on: Koenigsburg Cost: 600 Proficient In: 50
for everything Comes with: almost nothing Notes: Doctor will be added more. 7:03 p.m., May 3, 2011 (UTC) Name: Baht Level: 7 HP: 46 Statistics: 11/5/6/5 Skills: Powerstrike (4) Weapon-Master (1) Robbery Management (3) Robbery Management (4) Find This Play in: Krakov Cost: 300 Proficient In:
One-Armed Weapons Comes With: Worthy One Hand-Based Notes Former Executioner. Muslim(?). He came to a party with one point. Name: Karlsson Level: 5 HP: 49 Statistics: 10/7/8/8 Skills: Ironflesh (2) Power Strike (2) Weapon-Master (2) Athletics (2) Find this game on: Krakov cost: 400 Proficient
In Polearms Comes with: Large (+23++1) armor but not mastery with muskets This is all for now --Techercizer 20:13, 3 May 2011 (UTC) Simple blocks to avoid conflicts[edit] IMHO, graphical lines, showing the non-controlling sensation, can be confusing, although you can possibly design them. I think it
might be convenient to show up blocks of non-conflicting characters. To avoid conflict, you can either have a group of five plus two groups of three. I'il name the groups first in the group. Artimener's Five Artimener 5 Artimenner Borja Matemat Lozali Rolf Bunduk Banduk Banduk Cleemus Emiron 3 Aleyen
Bahtur Firentis Katrinee Three Possible Combinations are 5 plus Alleyn 5, Bundock 5 plus Three, Artimenner's 5 plus Katherine's 3, and Bandock's 5, plus Katherine's 3. Idan (conversation) 18:31, February 13, 2013 (UTC) So what do you suggest, do you want to include these blocks as an addition or
replacement? These lists can be easily condensed into a table and included in the article.►► Tephra ►► 20:42, February 13, 2013 (UTC) Well, this is my first contribution to Wiki. I thought it would be a little weird to put it right in the article. If other people like this approach, continue with this in the main
article. Idan (conversation) 22:54, 13 February 2013 (UTC) I usually dial the three and five antimen first, then slowly start doing the royals (or all of them, depends on how I feel) in masters, disbanding the rest, hiring Catherine's three and The Five of Bunduk, keeping them in my party. thus there are no
conflicts of lords and no party conflicts 87.210.86.31 07:03, August 11, 2013 (UTC) Stable country with ten member countries 98.26.40.0 00:11, 19 February 2013 (UTC)Kalil I just ran a fast and dirty VBA/Excel program to find the greatest possible stable party combinations - combinations when each
member country has a balanced number of friends and enemies. There is a stable combination of ten: Borcha Ymira Rolf Bashertur Matel Alain Bleink Katherine Nizar Artimenner There are also ten stable nine-person combinations. Maybe it's worth adding to the article... Perhaps the problem is to stuff too
many things in the article, not that it is not worthy, but already there is so much junk in the article about party combinations. I feel that for every new thing that has been added, an old thing has to go away. Something less useful must be sacrificed before stable countries can be introduced.── Tephra ►►
01:57, February 19, 2013 (UTC) It is a little more useful for a clean side building than the 5 + 3 instruction above. However, I've been walking around with 9 characters for the longest time (and it's not one of stable combinations), so I wonder, what are really mechanics? Is it possible in practice to stabilize
unstable combinations? or are the expectations of a hero just lowered when he left and you take it again (because that's what I did with my unstable combination of 9, who has worked for 100+ days) --80.219.168.240 04:30, 13 September 2013 (UTC) Until you maintain morality and never side with
anyone in their quarrels (you always say X is a valuable member of the party, do not undercut battles with him.), you can have numerous conflicting characters in the party without a problem. I've never tried to stuff all 16 into my party, but it can be surprisingly stable as no one will be at -2. In my day,
doing things that infuriated them (or generally have poor morale) was much more likely to force them to leave the party. - Autolycos (discourse) 08:35, 27 September 2013 (UTC) On turning heroes into nobles[edit] what is their initial relationship with you? I've turned into before, and his relationship with me
was 35 or so, and I just gave Firentis a name, and he was 97 + fief=100! I suspected she was counting on the party's current morals, so I took time to test it: to see if I quickly found another character, Katherine, and after giving her some morale, her relationship was 0 and went to 22 after receiving the
fairy while her morale was 61 while still in my party. My second thought it might have something to do with how long they traveled with you, but I've traveled with flames as much as I did with firentis (though not with Katherine), so it's not certain... any thoughts? Logan76667 (conversation) 17:37, 25 August
2014 (UTC) This may be one of these things, only someone with extensive knowledge of the game code will be able to answer... ►► Tefra ─ 22:38, 25 August 2014 (UTC) Military band personalities[edit] Does some tests in Warband regarding the conversion of Heroes into nobles, especially with regard
to their personalities. From what I can say, many of them have Mercantile Roguish or Benevolent personality, which confused me, seeing that it is not indicated on this page. I investigated further, surrendering my kingdom to Swadia, and then talking privately to every comrade. (And I mean ALL of them.)
Through these conversations, I discovered that Marnid, Katherine, Artimenner and Deshawi's branded personalities seem to be equal to a cunning persona, while Blagove and Cletti, Nicer and Borja personality of Rogus seem to be equal to Good Nature personality. It seems that lesali is ruthless, too, and
Rolf and Baishtur are cunning. However, Mateld and Ymira seem rightly marked as Combat and Good People, respectively. I wonder what everyone thinks about this and what needs to be done. Flameroran77 (speaks) 21:30, July 8, 2016 (UTC) Oh yes, I forgot about the personalities that are listed here.
There's no reason for the characters to list personalities, and I'm going to remove this column right away. Their personalities can be provided to the relevant articles if you want to add them, although we may suggest that you start an entirely new game file and perform your test again with a different faction
to confirm that none of their personalities have been randomized.►► Tephra ►► 05:14, July 9, 2016 (UTC) Oh, I have definitely checked more than once. Don't worry about it. They have appeared the same way each time, and each person is always consistent with what I said above. Flameroran77
(conversation) 9:46 p.m., July 9, 2016 (UTC) Okay. If desired, I can add a personality section to the character template and their correct personalities can be added to each character's information field. Or, if you're already familiar with editing templates, you can do it yourself. Let me know what you
want.►► Tefra ►► 22:07, 9 July 2016 (UTC) Katherine hates heavy casualties Lorde, insulting him and beating him hard, (only losing 30 men) Katherine goes and says Excuse me, Captain. It's not good that we turn every battle into a bloodbath. I have been following armies and military bands for 30
years, and at least the soldiers expect the leader to feed them, pay them and do everything he can to preserve his thirsty skins, which can best be preserved. But the characters page says he doesn't like hunger, he doesn't get money, and Lesalit as a messenger. HdggDalton (conversation) 23:56, 22
October 2017 (UTC) It is possible that not all scenarios were listed for the characters. If you are sure that you have not made an error in who it was, you can add the missing information.►Tephra ►► 01:38, 23 October 2017 (UTC) Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise
specified. Noted.
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